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Dream Compassioneers is a joint-school international education and volunteering organisation . It aims
to provide schoolchildren in poverty-stricken regions all over the world with daily necessities and
opportunities for education, improving their lives in the long term. (REF.CP/LIC/SO/19/63635)

OUR AIMSOUR AIMS

1  This association aims to provide
daily necessities and education
opportunities for schoolchildren in
poverty-stricken regions all over the
world, improving their life in the long
term. 

2  This association strives to raise
public awareness of the situation and
needs of the poor in poverty-stricken
regions, encouraging more capable
individuals to lend a helping hand to
those in need. 

3  The founders and members of this
association should serve with
altruism, placing the interest of others
over personal gains and benefits. 

4  This association hopes to enrich
the organisational and overseas-
service-related experience of Hong
Kong secondary students. By
widening their horizons, this
association hopes to foster the all-
round growth of students and to
nurture future servant leaders. 

5  This association embraces
individuals of various religious
backgrounds and political viewpoints,
yet does not participate in any
religious or political activities.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGEPRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Dear Friends of Dream Compassioneers, 

Hello! I am Charlie Lin, the President of the 3rd Dream Compassioneers Executive Committee. I
am now studying at The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

It is my honour to take up the President role when Dream Compassioneers is stepping into its
third year. From being the Human Resources Director in the 1st DC, the External Vice-President
in the 2nd DC and finally becoming the President, I am more than grateful for all the blessings I
received in DC, including friendships, experience in organising activities, and most importantly,
the skills for serving others. Therefore, I would like to contribute back to DC, making it a better
stage for student leaders to serve people in need.

Recruitment of the 3rd Executive Committee and Subsidiary Committee comes to an end with
paramount support from schools and society. We are excited to see a significant number of
student leaders applying for different positions. We will introduce our new committee
members to you soon. Stay tuned. Also, I wish our 2nd Committee members every success in
future endeavors and a satisfactory result in their public examination. I believe you can
definitely keep your passion in service in the future.

The commencement of 3rd DC reminds us that being servant leaders not only means taking up
the leadership role and leading our peers to serve, but it also means humility. We must always
stay humble when we are serving others as we are in an equal position with people in need.
After being the President, I had a deeper understanding. In a team, the higher the position, the
more humility. Listening to others' opinions and showing respect are crucial and indispensable.

It is my promise to dedicate to my duty and develop Dream Compassioneers with a joint effort
from society. We welcome everyone to support and participate in our activities and services.
Together, let us create a better future for each and every child. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Mr. Charlie Lin
President, 3rd Executive Committee of Dream Compassioneers



Third Outing & Sharing Session -- CUHKThird Outing & Sharing Session -- CUHK
We held a sharing session with local youths and ethnic minorities at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Each group

shared their themes and what they learned from the two outings. After the sharing session, students (core members) of the

Chinese University (Social Service Team) led each group to tour the campus, so that local and ethnic minority students

could have a glimpse of university life. We hope that the experience motivated them to study harder!
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Ethnic Minority and Local Teenagers Service 2022Ethnic Minority and Local Teenagers Service 2022  
We are launching a service programme – "Ethnic Minority and Local Teenagers

Service Project 2022” with CUSST! Ethnic minorities and local teenagers might not

have the opportunity to get to know each other very well in the past. In view of this,

we are going to hold various activities such as going to the Thai Temple to learn more

about their culture. Not only can participants gain a better understanding of ethnic

minorities facilitating an inclusive society, but they can also learn how to get along

well with the ethnic minorities. We hope that through the four sessions of in-person

services, the two communities can interact more and build long-lasting friendships. 

- Service Review -- Service Review -
I vividly recall coming across the recruitment for this service scheme, where I grasped

this chance as I have been in a few activities with ethnic minorities and am very

interested in Thai culture. I awaited for the first activity day with great anticipation

but had to miss it due to my physical conditions. Fortunately, I still get to experience

Thai temple culture! The Thai temples in Hong Kong allowed me to delve into their

culture and region, and I was most accomplished by the fact that we bonded and

communicated happily and smoothly despite never meeting one another. I also

understand that races do not divide, even though we have different backgrounds, we

can still respect and understand one another to establish an inclusive community!

-- Lam Cheuk Shuen 
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First, I am elated to be able to participate in this activity! Even though I’ve

encountered some ethnic minorities before, I never had deep communication

with them, so this activity lets me know more about ethnic minorities residing

in Hong Kong ^_^ Throughout the three services, we went to different places

with Thai friends, such as North Point for egg puffs and trams, and we also

visited Thai temples. Not only did they know more about Hong Kong culture, I

got to know more about their culture. This activity also makes me realise that

Hong Kong is an international metropolis, we should take the action of

stepping out of our comfort zones and reaching out to people of different

ethnicities, to build a more inclusive community. 

-- Chick Yee Ching Sharon

- Service Review -- Service Review -

In this activity, not only did we tread through the streets of Hong Kong with

Thai students while tasting street food such as egg puffs, we also learnt their

culture and language. In which, I knew more about the differences between

Chinese and Thai Buddhism, and got to speak a few simple Thai phrases. I

hope this activity lets Thai students better adapt to the new school year, and I

hope the society can take an extra step to care for the ethnic minorities in

Hong Kong. Even though we are of different cultural backgrounds, a caring

heart is what links us all.

--  Leung Man Yan

I got to meet more people I wouldn’t get the chance to in this activity. We

played games, walked through the streets, and visited Thai temples with

friends from Thai. Through communication, we understood more about their

difficulties in Hong Kong, such as how the language barriers stopped them

from blending into society. To us, we should respect and support their culture

to help them become a part of us. I made a lot of new friends, knew more about

Thai food, religion and culture, it sure is a new interesting experience! ❤ 

--  Yeung Man Yui 
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The ‘Passion to Talk, Talk to Inspire’ webinar invites guest speakers to share

their experiences on volunteering, education and services, hoping to raise the

participants’ awareness of these topics. 

The 17th regular “Passion to Talk, Talk to Inspire” webinar has been

successfully held on 30 September 2022. We were honoured to be able to invite

Ms. Brenda Hui, the founder of Make A Change as our guest speakers. Ms.

Brenda Hui  shared her own experiences, what she has learnt on her 11 years of

service experience in Cambodia, her thoughts regarding the stigma, and more

on the theme ‘The Other Side of Cambodia’. 

Thank you again for your participation and support.

Servicing Scheme for the hearing-impaired studentsServicing Scheme for the hearing-impaired students  

Passion to Talk, Talk to Inspire - Online TalkPassion to Talk, Talk to Inspire - Online Talk

With the basis of last year’s great collaboration with the Hong Kong Society for the Deaf, we are elated to announce an
extension of our collaboration to provide volunteer tuition to hearing-impaired students. Every Saturday, we will allocate
volunteers to accompany hearing impaired schoolchildren in their lessons at Bradbury Centre, and assist them with
homework and crafts. With the start of school, volunteer work is initiated as well! We hope that committee members can help
schoolchildren to learn in a relaxed atmosphere and reflect during their volunteering.
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Thank you for supporting us!
**If you would like to donate and support us, please feel free to contact us via +852 59967501.

Note: Please feel free to forward this Newsletter to those who have a passion for service.


